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1 Introd uction 
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An efficient execution of parallel programs on parallel computers needs a support from 
static or dynamic allocation algorithms. The aim of an allocation algorithm is to perform 
mapping, i.e. an optimal placement of communicating processes into an architecture of 
a parallel target machine. This mapping problem belongs to a class of combinatorial 
problems and i~ known as NP-complete. In this report a solution based on migrating 
Boltzmann Machines is proposed. This solution, based on migrating Boltzmann Ma
chines(MBM) combines two methods: the first one is a game theoretical approach [3] 
and the second one is an optimization technique known as Boltzmann Machines [1]. Due 
to this approach the number of units of the MBM is reduced to n * d if compared with 
traditional Boltzmann Machines where the number of units is n * m, where n, mare, 
respectively, the number of program nodes and system nodes and d the degree of the 
system graph. The number of weight connections of the network implementing the MBM 
is also reduced. Both these factors result in an increase of the efficiency when applying 
Boltzmann Machines. 

The allocation algorithm based on the concept of MBM can be described as follows: 

1. a program graph is partitioned into independent program nodes, these nodes contain 
only local information concerning neighbouring program nodes 

2. the partitioned program graph is randomly located into the system graph; each 
program node is interpreted as a player taking part in a so called hete1'ogeneous 
game with limited interaction 

3. each player has a set of actions interpreted as: do not move or do move to a neigh
bouring system node 
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4. the objective of each player is to minimize the total cost function by migrating in 
the system graph 

5. the objective of the game is an optimal single move of the nodes of the program 
graph in the system graph while each player during a single game can move only a 
distance of one hop (a distance between two neighbouring system nodes) 

6. the game is implemented by a neural network of BM type, which finds an optimal 
single move of the nodes of the program graph in the system graph 

7. the algorithm can be seen as a sequence of BM's migrating the program graph in 
the system graph and eventually converging to an optimal allocation of the program 
graph. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the problem is formulated and the cost 
function that will be minimized is defined. In section 3 there is some information about 
simulated annealing [1]. This is the optimization algorithm that is used in Boltzmann 
Machines. In section 4 there is information about Boltzmann Machines [1]. In section 
5 the known solutions are described and also the solution with the MBM is explained 
in more detail. In section 6 there is some information about what happens when the 
Boltzmann Machine is running. In section 7 the results are presented and in section 8 
one can find conclusions. 

2 Problem description 

The problem that will be discussed in this report can be shortly formulated in the following 
way: The mapping of a parallel program on a distributed computer system. A parallel 
program is represented by a directed weighted program graph Gp =< Yp, Ep > with Yp a 
set of Np nodes representing program modules, and Ep a collection of arcs representing 
connections between these modules. A distributed computer system is represented by the 
system graph Gs =< Va, Ell > where Va represents the nodes of the multiprocessor system 
containing Ns identical processors and Es represents the interconnection pattern of the 
system. This allocation problem has the following local cost function: Cf is the cost for 
program module k located actually in system node i. The problem is how to minimize 
the sum of all these local cost functions. The definition of this cost function is according 
to the article of Seredynski [3]. 

Cf consists of two components 

(1) 

where C;i is a heuristic measuring the average communication time between given program 
node k located at the system node i and neighbouring program nodes. C:i is a heuristic 
responsible for balancing of computational load of system nodes. For Cfi the following 
expressions is chosen: 

r" 
Cfi = 0.5 L aftl * dmin(si(k), si(il)) 

1=1 



where akl denotes the time needed to transfer data in the given computer system between 
neighbouring program nodes k and I, when they are located in neighbouring system nodes; 
the value dmin (si( k), si (I») is the minimal distance between system nodes i and j at which 
program nodes k and I are located respectively; i(k) denotes that program node k is 
actually located in system node i; rk means the number of neighbouring program nodes 
of the node k. 
The heuristic C:i is taken to be 

if program node k is located 
in the system node i 
without nodes being its 
neighbouring program nodes 

if program node k is located in i 
together with ni nodes that are 
neighbours or neighbours of 
neighbouring program nodes. 

where bn is the running time of the n-th program node neighbour of program node k 
which is also in system node i. ni number of neighbouring program nodes of k located in 
the system node i 

With this definition the local cost funtion of a program node depends on its position 
in the system graph and on the location of its neigbour program nodes. So it does not 
depend on the location of other program nodes. This suggests to use a local search search 
algorithm. 

3 Simulated Annealing 

In this section a short description about the simulated annealing algorithm will be given. 
Simulated annealing is an algorithm for solving (approximately) combinatorial optimiza
tion problems. The algorithm starts off with a given initial solution and tries to transform 
continuously a current solution into one of its neighbours by applying a generation mecha
nism and an acceptance criterion. The acceptance criterion allows for changes in a limited 
way by which the cost function becomes higher than it was. This is controlled by a control 
parameter. By accepting this type of changes the algorithm is more general than local 
search algorithms and is able to escape from local minima. 

Before a more detailed description of the simulated annealing algotithm is given, first 
the definition of a combinatorial optimization problem is presented. A combinatorial 
optimization problem is a pair (S, F) where S denotes the finite set of solutions, and F 
a cost function F : S -+ 1ft which assigns a real number F(i) to each solution i. The 
objective is to find an optimal solution iopt E S for which 

F(iopt ) = min{F(i)li E S} 

The generation mechanism defines a structure of neighbourhoods, where for each solution 



i, the neighbourhood Si is defined as the set of solutions that can be reached from i in 
exactly one step of the generation mechanism. 

The simulated annealing algorithm can be considered as a sequence of Markov chains. 
Each chain being a sequence of trials where the outcome of a trial depends on the outcome 
of the previous trial and on the value of the control parameter. Let X( I) be a stochast 
denoting the outcome of the I-th trial. Then the transition probability Tij(C), i.e. the 
probability of transforming a solution i into a solution j for a given value of the control 
parameter c (c E R+) is defined as 

{ 

Gij(c)Aj(c) if i =f:. j 
Tij(c)= 1- z:: Gik(C)Aik(C) ifi=j 

keS,k#;i 
(2) 

where Gij ( c) is the probability of generating solution j from i, and Ai;(C) is the probability 
of accepting the transition from solution i to solution j. 

Under the condition that the Markov chain induced by the transition probability of 
equation (2) is irreducible and aperiodic. And under some additional conditions on the 
probabilities Gij(c) and A;(c), the Markov chain asymptotically converges in distribution 
to the set of optimal solutions (Sopt) with probability 1 [2]. In its standard form simulated 
annealing assumes the following choices for the probabilities Gij (c) and Aij( c): The gener
ation probability Gij (c) is chosen independent of c, and uniformly over the neighbourhood 
. The acceptance probability is chosen as 

A .. ( ) _ {exP(-6Fij / C) if 6Fij > 0 
tJ C - 1 if 6F. .. < 0 t] _ 

where 6Fij = F(j) - F(i). 
Some conditions for asymptotic convergence (e.g. the infinite Markov chain length) 

cannot be met in practice. Commonly the algorithm is implemented as a sequence of 
Markov chains of finite length, generated at decreasing values of the control parameter. 
Such a finite time approximation requires a specification of each of the following param
eters: 

1. the start value Co of the control parameter 

2. the decrement function of the control parameter 

3. the number of trial in each individual Markov chain 

4. the stop criterium for terminating the algorithm. 

This set of parameters is usually refered to as the cooling schedule. 

4 Boltzmann Machine 

A Boltzmann Machine consists of a network of simple computing elements. The computing 
elements are considered as logical units having two discrete states, "on" or "off". The units 
are connected in some way and with each connection a strength is associated representing 
a measure of desirability that the two connected units are both "on". 



The units in a Boltzmann Machine try to reach a minimal consensus about their 
individual states subject to the desirabilities represented by the connection strengths. To 
reach a minimal consensus, units are allowed to adjust their states to the states of their 
neighbouring units. The adjustment is determined by a stochastic function of the states 
of the neighbouring units and the corresponding connection strengths. 

A Boltzmann machine consisting of N logical units can be represented by a graph 
G = (U,C) where U = {Uo, ... , UN-I} denotes the set of units and C s;; U x U denotes the 
set of connections between the units. A connection {Ui, Uj} E C connects the units Ui and 
Uj. The set of connections includes all loops or bias connections, i.e. {{ Ui, Ui} lUi E U} C C. 

The state of the unit is fixed by 0 or 1 corresponding to "oIr' or "on". Configuration 
k of a Boltzmann machine is completely determined by the states of all units. The state 
of unit Ui in configuration k is denoted by Tk(Ui). The configuration space n denotes 
the set of all possible configurations of the Boltzmann machine (Inl = 2N ). Connection 
{Ui' Uj} is defined to be activated in a given configuration kif rk(ui) • rk(Uj) = 1. With 
each connection {Ui' Uj} a connection strength s( Ui, Uj) E JEt is associated. The connection 
strength S(Ui,Uj) is considered as a measure of desirability that the connection {Ui,Uj} 
is activated. The consensus funtion C : n ---+- JR denotes the overall desirability of all 
activated connections in a given configuration k, and is defined as: 

C(k) = L S(Ui,Uj)Tk(u)rk(Uj) 
{Ui,Uj}EC 

Where: Tk( Ui) is the state of unit Ui in configuration k and s( Ui, Uj) is the strength of the 
connection between the units Ui and Uj. This consensus function will be minimized by 
the Boltzmann Machine. A local minimum is a configuration whose consensus cannot be 
decreased by a single state transition. 

4.1 Parallel Boltzmann Machines 

The units in the Boltzmann Machine can evaluate their state transitions locally. Thus 
the generation of a Markov chain can be done in parallel. In the computer simulations 
presented in this report there is asynchronous parallelism. Asynchronous parallelism is 
based on the assumption that all units of a Boltzmann Machine may change their state 
without synchronization. This introduces errors in the calculations of the state transi
tions. For example if two neighbouring units Ui and Uj change their states simultaneously, 
this may lead to an activation (or deactivation) of the connection {Ui' Uj} which is not ac
counted for in the difference of the consensus function and therefore not in the acceptance 
criterion. 

As a consequence of the presence of errors in the calculations of state transitions, 
the proof of (asymptotic) convergence to the set of optimal configurations is no longer 
valid. However the probability of occurance of these errors decreases as the value of the 
control parameter decreases. Thus the probability of two neighbouring units accepting 
simultaneously a state transition becomes very small as the control parameter becomes 
smalL The conjecture of Aarts and Korst [1] is followed that the allowing of errors in the 
calculations of state tra.nsitions does not affect the quality of the final result obtained by 
the Boltzmann Machine. It merely may affect the speed of convergence. 



4.2 Partial Parallel Boltzmann Machines 

If the completely parallelly running Boltzmann Machine is not converging sufficiently 
well, it is possible to run it only partially in paralleL In this way the number of signals 
which produce errors, can be decreased. This partially parallel running will be controlled 
as follows. At the initialisation some units are chosen randomly, these units are allowed 
to try to change their state. They choose a neighbouring unit which is then allowed to 
change its state. The number of chosen units at the initialisation depends on the degree 
of parallelism of the Boltzmann Machine. If a unit gets a signal from two neighbours it 
is allowed to try to change its state twice. By this it is prevented that the number of 
parallelism is decreasing in time. 

5 Solution Method 

5.1 Other solutions 

In the article of Seredynski, game theory is used to solve the problem as described in sec
tion 2. In this method the program nodes are seen as players of a game. The initialisation 
sets the players randomly in the system graph. During the game they try to make their 
profit as high as possible. In this profit the players calculate a measure for the running 
time and the communication time as given in the definition of the costfunction. Each 
player can choose between some strategies, and the players choose a strategy depending 
on their own payoff and on the strategies chosen by their neighbouring players. Strategies 
are: stay in this system graph node, or move to a neighbour system graph node. After 
each game the program nodes can be on a new place in the system graph and the game 
starts again. This playing of games proceeds until there is no movement of the program 
nodes anymore. 

In the approach with Boltzmann Machines the problem is formulated as a combinator
kal optimization problem. Each unit Uij of the Boltzmann Machine represents whether 
program node i is in system graph node j or not. For this approach there has a big Boltz
mann Machine must be employed with a number of units that is equal to the product of 
the number of program nodes and the number of system graph nodes. If the Boltzmann 
Machine is cooled down in a good solution you can see directly which program node has 
to be placed in which system graph node. 

5.2 Combination of solutions 

In the combination of this two methods the program nodes are placed randomly into the 
system graph as in the first solution. But the difference with the first solution is that the 
program nodes do not play a game to decide where they are going to, but a migrating 
Boltzmann Machine will be used to find the best configuration after one step of all the 
program nodes. In this way the global minimum of the second solution is found by walking 
from local minimum to local minimum. These local minima are the global minima of the 
migrating Boltzmann Machine. Each time the migrating Boltzmann Machine is cooled 
down there is a new configuration of the program nodes in the system graph. Then the 



strengths of the connection can be calculated and the procedure can start again. This 
process goes on until the program nodes do not move anymore. 

Unit Uij E U represents move j of program node i; j = 0, ... , d; i = 0, ... , N - 1 with 
d the number of possible moves that a program node can make in the system graph (this 
is the degree of the system graph) and N the number of program nodes. 

The set of connections C is defined as the union of three disjoint sets: 

distance connections Cd = {{Uij,Ukl}li:f. k} 
inhibitory connection Ci = {{ Uij, Uk,} Ii = k 1\ j :f. I} 
bias connections Cb = {{Uij,Ukl}li = kAj = I} 

The bias and inhibitory connections are used to implement that each program makes 
exactly one move. The inhibitory connections completely connect each row of the matrix 
U. If the strengths of these connections are chosen largely positive, no inhibitory connec
tion will be activated in a local minimum of the consensus function; i.e. each row will 
have at most one unit in state one, so each program node makes no more than one move. 
The bias connections are connections from each unit with itself, so if these connections 
are chosen negative they tend to be activated so that in each local minimum of the con
sensus function at least one unit of each row will be in state 1. The strengths of the bias 
connections will be chosen identically for all units that belong to the same program node 
so that the contribution of these connections is the same for all correct solutions. On the 
distance connections the cost function as formulated in equation (1) will be implemented. 
The strength of the connections will be chosen in the following way: 
V{Uip, Ujq} E Cd : 

if after move p, q of respectively 
program node i,j the program nodes 
are in the same system nodes 

aijdmin (.sk(i), slU)) if after move p, q of respectively 
program node i, j the program nodes 
are in respectively system node k, I 

The strengths of the bias and inhibitory connections are chosen according to the article 
of Aarts and Korst [1]. The bias connection are chosen equal to the average value of the 
sum of the absolute values of the costs of the distance connections. 
V( Uip, Uip) E Cb : 

( . .) _ -4~ ~ ~ .s(Uiq,Uilr) 
s u,p, u 1p - L,; L,; L,; D.d2 

q=O l=o,/¢i r=O .L~ 

Ri the number of neighbours and neighbours of neighbours of program node i, and il the 
l-th neighbour program node of program node i. and d the degree of the system graph. 
This is the summation over all weights wich have at one side a unit that represents a 
possible strategie of program node i. The inhibitory connections are chosen stronger 
positive than the bias connections are negative so: 



S(Uip,Uil) > -S(Uip,Uip) 

The units in the Boltzmann Machine transform their states looking at the overall 
consensus function. 

The overall consensus function can be written as: 

C(k) = L S(Uip,Ujq)rk(uip)Tk(Ujq) 
Uip.UjqEC 

The states of the units in a neighbouring configuration k(ip) E Sk, obtained by changing 
the state of unit Uip in configuration k are given by: 

{ 
Tk(Ujq) if j =I- i or q =I- p 

rfc(iP)(Ujq) = 1 - Tk(Ujq) if j = i and q = p (3) 

Let CUiI' denote the set of connections with unit Uip at one side, excluding {Uip, Uip} 

and let C' = C - CUiI' - {Uip, Uip}. Then the difference in the overall consensus function 
!:l.Ckk(ip) between configurations k and k(ip) is given by: 

C(k(ip» - C(k) 

L S(Ujp,Ujq)Tk(iP) (Ujp)rk(iP) (Ujq) -

{ Uip,ujq}EC 

L s( UjPl Ujq)rk( Ujp)rk( Ujq) 
{uip,ujq}EC 

[ L S(Uip,Ujq)rfc(ip)(uipTk(;p)(Ujq) + 
{uip.ujq}EC' • 

Tk(ip) (Ujp) L S(Uip,Ujq)rk(iP)(Ujq) + 

{ Uip,Ujq}ECUip 

rZ(ip) (Uip)S(Uip, UiP)]-

[ L s(Ujp,Ujq)rk(u;p)rk(Ujq) + 

{uip,Uiq}EC' 

Tk(Uip) L s(Ujp,Ujq)rk(Ujq) +r~(Ujp)S(UiP'UiP)] 
{Ujp,Ujq}ECujp 

Using equation (3) yields the following expression: 

!:l.Ckfc(ip) = (1 - 2Tk(Uip)) * [ L S(Ujpl Ujq)rk(Ujq) + s(u;p, UiP )] 

{Uip.Ujq} EC",;p 

So each unit looks locally to the effect of a change of its state on the overall consensus 
function. 



6 Running of Boltzmann Machine 

In this section will be described what happens when the Boltzmann Machine is running. 
So all the strengths of connections are known and the cooling down proces is going on. 
Each unit of the Boltzmann Machine is put into one processor. So the algorithm can run in 
parallel. If the MBM runs in parallel all the processors decide with a random procedure if 
they try to change the state of their unit or not. If the MBM is running partial in parallel 
some processors decide with a random procedure if they try to change the state of their 
unit. If the MBM runs sequentially the monitor program chooses randomly one processor 
which will try to change the state of its unit. After this the process sends its state to all 
its neighbours and receives information about their states. If the unit tries to change its 
state it calculates the influence of this change on the total cost function and decides if it 
excepts this change or not. After this the procedure starts all over again. Each unit Uij 

has the following cooling schedule: The start of the control parameter c~ is chosen equal 
to 

~= L IS(Uij,Ukl)1 
{1I.ij ''Ukl} eC 

It can easily be verified that using this value for the control parameter approximately all 
proposed transitions are accepted. Therefore the start of the Boltzmann machine looks 
like a random walk. The decrement rule from which a subsequent value of the control 
parameter is calculated from a current one is chosen as 

where a is a positive number smaller than but close to 1. The decrement rule is applied 
each time the unit has completed L trials, this value of L is the length of each Markov 
chain that is used in the algorithm. A unit stops generating trials if for M consecutive 
trials no state transition is accepted. The value of M represents the stop criterium in the 
cooling schedule. The units are numbered from left to right, this means that unit '11.00 is 
called unit[O], '11.01 is called unit[1] and so on. 

7 Results 

In this section some results of the program will be discussed. The examples are chosen in 
such a way that it was possible to see the optimal solution. Therefore it was possible to 
compare the solution of the MBM with the optimal solution. 

7.1 Problem 1 

The first problem has a program graph with 4 nodes and a system graph also with 4 
nodes. These two graphs have the configuration as shown in figure 1. 

The numbers on the lines in the program graph are the communication times between 
two nodes. the running times of all the nodes in the program graph are equal to 1. The 
Migrating Boltzmann Machine(MBM) for this problem will look as follows: for each node 
in the program gra.ph there are 3 units in the MBM. The first unit means 'starin this 
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Figure 1: Graphs. 

node' of the system graph, the second unit means 'make a move in the x-direction' in the 
system graph and the third unit means 'make a move in the y-direction' in the system 
graph. For minimising the total cost function as defined in section 2 each unit, that 
belongs to program node i, has to communicate with units that belong to neighbours 
or neighbours of neighbours of program node i and with the other units that belong to 
program node i. The first communications are for calculating the cost of the distance 
connections and the second communications are for calculating the cost of the inhibitory 
connections. In a picture it looks as in figure 2. 

The connections are drawn for unit 3 of the MBM. This unit belongs to program node 
1. Program node 1 has as its neighbours program node 0 and 3. And program node 2 is a 
neigbour of a neighbour of node 1. This means that unit 3 of the MBM has connections 
with all the other units as can be seen in the picture. 

The migrating Boltzmann Machine will minimize the consensus function as defined in 
section 2. Because this value can go up and down rapidly, in the beginning the Boltzmann 
Machine makes a kind of random walk through the solution space, it is more interesting to 
look at the average value of the consensus function over a number of steps. To compare 
the difference in the number of parallel chances that is possible at the same moment, 
in figure 3 the average consensus of the Boltzmann Machine over 1000 steps is printed 
for different values of num.of.par.changing (this is the number of parallel chances that is 
allowed at the same step), but the same start positions of the program graph nodes in 
the system graph. Within this figure there is no migration of the program graph nodes 
in the system graph. 

In figure 3 the average consensus over 1000 steps is printed for the values 1,2,3,4 for 
the number of parallel changing, using the same cooling schedule. If this number is equal 
to 1,2 or 3 the MBM does not find the optimal solution, by increasing the length of the 
Markov chains it is possible to find the optimal solution with this number of parallel 
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Figure 3: comparing difference in number of parallel chances 

changing. For the value 4 it finds the optimal solution. So the MBM works better for 
this problem if there are more parallel chances at the same time allowed. In figure 4 
the average consensus over 1000 steps is printed for the values 6,8,10,12 for the number 
of parallel changing. For these values the MBM finds the optimal solution in about the 
same number of steps. Thus we draw the conclusion that by increasing the number of 
parallellism the behavior of the MBM can be improved for this small example. 
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7.2 Problem 2 

The second problem has a program graph with 8 nodes in a circle, the running times of 
all the nodes is equal to 2 and the communication times between two neighbours is equal 
to 1. The system graph has 4 nodes which are placed on a circle, conform figure 5. 

Here the optimal solution is that in each node of the system graph two nodes of the 
program graph are placed. And this has to be done in the right order. This problem 
is a bit more complicated because the optimal solution cannot be reached in one step 
from most of the initial configurations. Therefore for this example the value of the cost 
function is as defined in section 2 is plotted after each step of the MBM. In figure 6 the 
value of the cost function is printed for three different inital positions of the program 
nodes in the system graph. By the first example it is possible to move in one step to the 
optimal solution. This solution was found by the MBM. Example 2 and 3 have a more 
difficult starting position. The difference between example 2 and 3 is that in example 3 
the number of parallel changing is increased. And this again improves the behavior of 
the MBM using the same cooling scheme. For example 3 the MBM finds in two steps the 
optimal solution and for example 2 the MBM needs 5 steps. 
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Figure 7: Graphs. 

7.3 Problem 3 

The third problem is a modification of the program graph in the second problem. The 
program graph is changed in such a way that it is not regular anymore. In the second 
problem all the nodes of the program graph were placed in a circle and had exactly two 
neighbours. The third problem has one extra connection between node 2 and node 7 as 
can be seen in figure 7. 

Also for this problem the value of the cost function as defined in section 2 is plotted 
in figure 8. 

The solution found by the MBM is the optimal solution for the cost function as defined 
in section 2. It is not the optimal placing of the nodes of the program graph in the system 
graph. The reason therefor is that the cost function in section 2 is only an approximation 
of the total cost function which decides what is optimal. The difference is for example 
that program nodes 3 and 6 can be placed in the same node of the system graph without 
increasing the cost function of section 2 because program nodes 3 and 6 are no neighbours 
and also no neighbours of neighbours. But they increase the total cost function if they 
are placed in the same node of the system graph. 
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Figure 8: examples by problem 3 

7.4 Problem 4 

For Problem 4 the program graph of problem 3 is changed slightly. In stead of program 
nodes 2 and 7 which are connected program nodes 1 and 5 are connected, conform figure 
9. 

In figure 10 the movement of the program graph nodes in the system graph is drawn. 
In each unit of the system graph the numbers of the nodes of the program graph that 
are placed in that node are shown. Also the cost of each configuration is printed. As 
can be seen, after the first move, only two neighbours (1 and 5) are placed in the same 
node of the system graph. Further, there are no neighbours or neighbours of neighbours 
placed in one node of the system graph. With the second move the ordering of the nodes 
is improved (program nodes 3 and 4 are swapped) and by this the total cost is decreased 
a bit more. 

For the next example the communication and running times are changed a bit. All 
the communication times are now chosen equal to 2 and the running times are chosen 
equal to 1. In figure 11 the placing is given, found by the MBM when the program nodes 
were placed initially at random. Because the communication times are now larger than 
the running times it is more important to place communicating neighbours close to each 
other. And therefore there are 3 program nodes in the same node of the system graph. 
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Figure 9: Graphs. 

7.5 Problem 5 

For problem 5 the system graph in problem 4 is made larger in stead of 4 nodes in the 
system graph there are now 9 nodes in the system graph conform figure 12. The placing 
of the program nodes in the system graph by the MBM is given in figure 13. The solution 
is quite close to the optimal solution; this solution has a total cost of 20 and it can be 
shown that a optimal solution has at least a total cost of 18. But it is not clear if there 
is a placing with a total cost of 18. 

8 Conclusion 

In this report the use of migrating Boltzmann Machines is proposed as a solution method 
for the problem of allocating communicating processes in a paralle target machine. The 
approach with migrating Boltzmann Machines combines two known strategies. The first 
is a game theoretical approach and the second uses Boltzmann Machines. Due to this 
combination the migrating Boltzmann Machine needs less units and weighted connections 
as the traditional Boltzmann Machine. This gives an increase of efficiency in the use of 
Boltzmann Machines. The results show that the migrating Boltzmann Machine finds an 
optimal placement according to the defined costfunction in a small number of moves. By 
increasing the number of parallellism from 1 to about half of the number of units of the 
migrating Boltzmann Machine there is some improvement of the solution found and the 
speed of the migrating Boltzmann Machine. 
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Figure 11: placement of program graph nodes in system graph 
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Figure 12: Graphs. 
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Figure 13: Placement of program graph nodes by MBM 
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